


Enabling imagination
All-in-one audiovisual solution

Artome M10 makes the communication visually clear for 
everyone in the room. The image size can be easily increased 
up to 150” with the built-in Epson ultra- short throw laser 
projector. Artome M10 adapts effortlessly to any space and 
maximizes the utilization rate of the technology.

Easy

Artome enables effortless presenting and videoconferencing 
with a built-in Epson projector and embedded sound system. 
When all the devices are integrated into a design furniture, 
it does not only save time and money in construction, but it 
also ensures that image and sound always work seamlessly 
together.

All-in-one

Artome M10 is a portable smart furniture for any space. It is 
installation free and only needs a light-coloured wall or a screen 
as a reflection surface. Just add power.

Movable



Artome offers a flexible experience for remote and live communication by 
merging the presentation devices into one product. Our own technology enables 
the camera and microphones to work seamlessly together in all situations.

Built-in technology
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General specs

Name Artome M10

Product code 43030-002

Materials Birch plywood, MDF, steel, aluminum

Dimensions (W x H x D) 52 x 80 x 47,5 cm  /  20.4” x 31.4” x 18.7”

Weight 49 kg / 108lb

19” rack 3 U

Package size (W x H x D) 80 x 94 x 60 cm  /  31.49” x 37.00” x 23.64”

Number of packages 1

Warranty 24 months, Projector 5 years or 12000 h

Technical specs
Projector Epson EB-805F 

Resolution  Full HD 1080p, 1920 x 1080, 16:9

Brightness 5000 lm

Sound Embedded 2.1 -speaker system. Max. SPL 108 dB @ 1 m

Image size 60”-150”

Connections HDMI in x2, HDMI out, Mic in x2, Stereo audio out (balanced), HDBaseT

Controls Power, Source, Vol +/-, Pause, Freeze

Artome HybriDock™ USB 3.0 hub, USB audio interface, Power delivery for peripherals



Artome M10 combines Nordic design and technology in a way you’ve never seen 
before. It is a fully movable piece of smart furniture with a built-in laser projector, 
an embedded sound system and videoconferencing capabilities. The frame has a 
selection of three surface finishes and the upholstered door comes in various colors. 
This all-in-one product requires no installation and can be connected to any device 
with a HDMI-cable or wirelessly.

Image size up to 150”

Effortless presenting and 
videoconferencing

Artome M10 - All-in-one audiovisual solution

Artome X20 transforms large spaces for events and experiences with highly 
versatile projector and embedded sound system. It offers powerful sound 
to meet the needs of a larger audience for example in an auditorium or gymnasium. 
It is movable and installation free solution that you can easily operate with your 
laptop through HDMI. Artome X20 brings ease of use to audiovisual technology 
with plug and play features.

Image size up to 300”

Installation free AV-solution 
for large spaces

Artome X20 - Double the experience



Double the experience
Scalable audiovisual solution for extensive experiences

Artome X20 is a movable all-in-one solution that combines 
a projector with large-scale display and easy-to-use sound 
system. You can operate it with your laptop through HDMI and 
transform a gymnasium into an event venue or a lobby into a 
stage instantly to bring extensive experience to any space. 

Transforms any space to experiences

Artome X20 brings the audiovisual technology to any space 
on wheels. It is an adaptable solution that provides image and 
sound easily and it helps to save time and money in construction 
because it doesn’t need fixed installation.

Installation free solution for large 
spaces 

The light output of 7000-10000 lumens produced by the Epson 
laser projector meets the needs of the most challenging and 
bright spaces. With optional interchangeable lenses Artome 
X20 is compatible with any kind of projection environments.

High brightness for professional use 



Artome X20 is a scalable audiovisual solution for extensive experiences. The 
built-in sound system uses Artome’s own technology, which guarantees that 
the Epson projector and embedded sound system to work seamlessly together 
and enables the usage with different operating systems without needing any 
additional installation of drivers or software. 

Enabling scalable technology 
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General specs
Name Artome X20

Materials Birch plywood, MDF, steel, aluminum, plastic (PA)

Dimensions (W x H x D) 62 x 95 x 63 cm  /  24,40” x 37,40” x 24,80”

Weight (excl. projector) 60 kg / 132lb

19” rack 2U x 345 mm (depth)

Warranty 24 months

Technical specs
Power (excl. projector) <80 W

Operating tempature 0-30 °C / 32-86°F

Connections HDMI in, Mic in x2, Stereo audio out (balanced), HDBaseT

Controls Power, Source, Vol +/-, Pause, Freeze

Artome HybriDock™ USB 3.0 hub, USB audio interface, Power delivery for peripherals

Projector specs
Compatible projectors Epson: EB-PU1007 / EB-PU1008 / EB-PU2010

Compatible lenses ELPLU04, ELPLW06, ELPLM15, ELPLL08

Resolution WUXGA

Aspect ratio 16:10

Brightness 7000-10000 lm

Image size 150-300”

Power 535 W

Weight (incl. lens) 20 kg / 44lb



Adaptable
Transforms any space for presentation or learning


